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Abstract:  
No one previously noticed there is a second solution to the equations of Richard Feynman’s Quantum 
Electrodynamics (QED). It makes identical predictions in the lab. The new solution (Reverse-QED) is closer to 
nature: it is free of quantum weirdness. For example, it eliminates Schrödinger’s cat. This article is the first time 
the equations of R-QED have been published. The R-QED amplitude is the negative of Feynman’s amplitude. 
Because of the Born rule, both amplitude and negative amplitude, when squared, produce the same probability 
to be tested against empirical data. If you were to measure the distance from Los Angeles to New York City with 
R-QED’s accuracy, it would be exact to the breadth of a human hair. If reality corresponds to the newly 
discovered R-QED equations, but scientists use the old QED equations, the result would be predictions for the 
lab that are precisely accurate, but scientists would be unable to construct a coherent picture of the quantum 
world. R-QED is based on a different picture of how the quantum world is organized. Experiments, including a 
neutron interferometer experiment we review, show that particles follow waves backward. R-QED integrates in 
the same direction that the waves travel. 
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1. Introduction 
Although Richard Feynman’s QED (Quantum Electrodynamics) is the most accurate science ever, its equations 
can be understood in two divergent ways, as we will show. No one has previously noted the second solution. 
Each approach corresponds to a picture of reality. The first is mundane, the second uncharted. Only the second 
approach leads to a science free of quantum weirdness. But it is unfamiliar, involving as it does, a paradigm shift. 
(1,3,7-28,31-33) 
1.1 Comparing the two approaches 
The two solutions to the path integral equations of QED differ in terms of the direction of integration. Garden 
variety QED moves from particle source to detector and computes an amplitude (K) that works for half our 
needs. It works for predicting lab results but leaves the quantum world opaque.  
Reverse QED (R-QED) integrates in the opposite direction. The R-QED amplitude (KR) is the negative of the QED 
amplitude (KR = -K). To predict lab results we use the Born rule (P = |KR|2 = |-K|2), yielding identical predictions. 
With R-QED the quantum world is transparent. (6) 
The two solutions cannot both be true. They contradict one another. 
With R-QED path integration start at the detector and initiates action earlier than the emission of the particle. 
During Phase 1 of our scheme, equations work their way across all pathways from b to a, where they offer the 
particle an array of choices. The particle selects one at random. We call that, “wave function collapse,” a term 
defined below. In Phase 2 the particle follows only that one path from a to b with a probability of one. That path 
was already blazed in Phase 1. In Phase 2 the Euler-Lagrange equation is no longer relevant since there is only 
one path. Time always goes forwards: t3 > t2 > t1 (Fig. 1).  
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In Phase 1 there are equations but no particle. In Phase 2 there is a particle with no interesting equations. When 
we time the flight of the particle going from a to b, we are timing Phase 2 (t3 – t2 in Fig. 1), and the time is 
identical to that of ordinary QED. 
The R-QED scheme is analogous to how everyday life works. In phase one you might flirt with and date many 
people. Then you marry one. That is analogous to wave function collapse. The phrase “wave function collapse” 
means a decision has been made. In phase two you are constrained by your previous choice. The open field of 
options is no longer available. 
Our model is controversial because the path integration starts before a particle is emitted, moving in what most 
people consider to be the “wrong direction.” It is a different concept of what reality is. 
 
Fig. 1. Both graphs show exactly the same probability for a particle from point a arriving at point b in a certain 
time t. 
Our approach has nothing in common with theories of time reversal, such as those of Wheeler & Feynman, nor 
the pilot wave theory of Louis de Broglie and David Bohm, nor the transactional interpretation of John Cramer, 
nor Hugh Everett’s many worlds theory, nor wave function collapse theories such as those of Angelo Bassi. Ours 
is not an “interpretation” of quantum mechanics (QM). It is an alternative to QM, a new mathematics. If the 
equations of QED are correct then our equations are wrong, and vice versa. (2,4,5,29,30,40) 
1.2 Comparing QED and R-QED 
QED equations involve a propagator, which measures the amplitude for a particle to travel from point a to b in 
time t on any path. QED is so accurate that if the distance from Los Angeles to New York were measured with 
this degree of accuracy, the error would be less than the width of a human hair. QED also carries baggage: 
nonsensical ideas that are tolerated as part of quantum weirdness. For example, Feynman said that every single 
particle always takes ALL the infinite paths from a to b, for all points a and b. That is an idea required by his 
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mathematics, because he needs to add together all the amplitudes, and cannot imagine how to do so unless 
the particle traverses all paths. 
When we reverse the direction of integration, we can add together all the amplitudes without requiring the 
particle to take all paths. To test our approach in the lab, we use probabilities, and as we said, the probabilities 
from both schemes are identical. R-QED is so accurate that if the distance from Los Angeles to New York were 
measured with this degree of accuracy, the error would be less than the width of a human hair. R-QED makes 
the quantum world intelligible. But it means that reality is not what we previously thought. It’s a paradigm shift. 
Paradigm shifts usually sound like unintelligible gibberish to the experts. 
The propagator and R-propagator are incompatible. You must choose to integrate your equations from a to b, 
or b to a. You cannot do both.  
1.3 Defining wave function collapse 
The term “wave function collapse” means that something decisive has happened. In QM it originally meant that 
many eigenstates collapsed into one, when a measurement was made, which was why measurement theory was 
central. Feynman doesn’t speak of eigenstates nor of measurement theory. In this article we will change the 
meaning of that phrase. We will use the term “wave function collapse” to mean only that the particle departs 
the source (heading for b) on just one of the paths. What collapses is the number of paths: from infinity to one. 
Every path is bidirectional.  
Wave function collapse occurs earlier and at a different location than previously thought: at the particle source 
(a) rather than at the detector (b). After wave function collapse it becomes a deterministic experiment. The 
particle follows only one trajectory xn with a probability of one and strikes point b in the upper right (Fig. 1). 
1.4 Defining an R-propagator 
We define an R-propagator to be a function that specifies the probability amplitude of a particle going from 
point a to b in a certain amount of time t. It differs from Feynman’s propagator in three ways:  
1. The R-propagator integrates across all paths, moving centripetally toward the particle source before 
the particle is emitted, and 
2. For that reason, the amplitude KR is the negative value of the amplitude K from QED. By definition, 
if you swap the bounds of integration, you get the negative of the original integral: 
 
3. In Phase 2, the particle travels on one path xn from point a to b with a probability of one. That trail 
was already blazed in Phase 1, but not visible because it was bundled with all the other paths. Even 
in Phase 2 that trail is not visible. We have no way of knowing which path it is. In Phase 2 there is 
only the one path. So, asking whether it is the path of least action is, in Phase 2, a meaningless 
question, because there is no other path to compare it to. 
1.5 Boundary conditions 
The book by F&H (Feynman and Hibbs) has two different viewpoints vis-à-vis boundary conditions. First they 
define their kernel (propagator) function K(b,a) in Eq. (2.25) without boundary conditions. That is the version of 
QED used in this article. (33) 
But then on pp. 81 and 124, Eq. (4.28 and 6.14) F&H introduce a boundary condition {K(b, a) = 0 for tb < ta}. Why 
they do that is a technical issue discussed in the Supplementary Materials (below, after the Bibliography). They 
do it so that they can write less text. The boundary condition is not mathematically necessary to their model. If 
you eliminate that boundary condition from QED, nothing fundamental changes. We ignore that boundary 
condition in this article. 
1.6. An example of quantum weirdness 
Here is a fun example of what the term “quantum weirdness” means. 
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1.6.1. Accuracy of QED in lab studies 
The accuracy of QED can be studied by focusing on the electromagnetic fine structure constant . This gives the 
strength of electromagnetic interactions and is one of the fundamental constants in physics. The electron g 
value is a measure of the magnetic moment in terms of the Bohr magneton and is a fundamental property of 
the simplest elementary particles. QED provides a precise relationship between  and g. (34) 
Gerald Gabrielse at Harvard University led a research team investigating this. They used a single electron caught 
for months in a cylindrical Penning trap in a cyclotron, as one of the sources of empirical data. The QED data 
were based on studies of Feynman diagrams with complicated branch points. The probability amplitudes were 
generated by many supercomputers all over the world working collaboratively for more than a decade.  
Fig. 2 illustrates what two of the simplest Feynman diagrams look like. Each diagram symbolizes an equation. 
The more branch points in a Feynman diagram, the more difficult the math. By “difficult” we mean that each 
equation mushrooms in size, and the number of such equations increase exponentially. The amplitude from 
each Feynman diagram is added together to arrive at the total amplitude. 
 
Fig. 2. These are two of the Feynman diagrams used in the Gabrielse study, in which solid and wiggly curves 
represent electrons (e) and photons (), respectively. On the left a photon leaves point a, moving up an arc. 
Before it gets to the top of the curve, it splits into an electron-positron pair. They zip around the small circle, 
then collide and annihilate each other. A photon emerges on the right to arc down to point b. So, there are two 
branch points in the left diagram (photon to electron-positron, and electron-positron to photon) which makes 
it a second order Feynman diagram, which is denoted A1(2). The right-hand diagram has six branch points: A1(6). 
Gabrielse’s group report on 891 eighth-order Feynman diagrams, which allows them to calculate  with a 
precision of 0.70 parts per billion. Alpha is  = 137.035,999,710. This means that QED is very, very accurate. 
Even in the Gabrielse study there is quantum weirdness. It is assumed that every single photon crosses every 
Feynman diagram, and there are an infinite number of those diagrams. 
1.6.2. The direction of integration creates or eliminates weirdness 
As we said, the direction of integration is a toggle switch that controls whether quantum weirdness is present 
or absent. 
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Feynman always assumed the toggle switch was “ON”, i.e. that integration moves in the same direction as the 
particle. In order to explain the astonishing accuracy of QED, he needed to add together the amplitudes from 
all the infinite number of Feynman diagrams. Since the switch was “ON” that Feynman was forced to embrace 
the illogical claim that every particle traversed ALL Feynman diagrams simultaneously. That made no sense to 
his students. 
Common sense tells us that one particle only takes one path. If we toggle the switch to “OFF” then it is the 
mathematical engine that traverses an infinite number of Feynman diagrams before a particle gets involved. We 
can account for the accuracy of QED, yet one particle traverses only one Feynman diagram. 
The reason the direction of integration is a toggle switch is because our mathematics mirrors the direction of 
waves in nature. Below we discuss a neutron interferometer experiment in which neutrons follow waves 
backwards. That is how reality works. Therefore, it is congruent with nature if our integration moves in the same 
direction as the waves, and discordant with nature if we integrate in the same direction as the movement of the 
particle. Feynman’s approach is discordant with our view of nature. Feynman did not share our view of nature. 
2. Materials and Methods 
We swap the bounds of integration in equations from Feynman and Hibbs [1965, pages 26 to 35; Eqs. (2.1) to 
(2.25)]. Therefore, all our equations are the negative of the corresponding equations from F&H. The subscript 
“R” will denote functionals in our domain (“R” meaning “Reverse”), in contrast with F&H’s domain which will 
have no subscript. 
2.1. The principle of least action 
For a trajectory x(t) we define the action SR as follows: 
  
where LR is the lagrangian for the system. For a particle of mass m subject to a potential energy V(x,t), the 
lagrangian is: 
  
 
  
 
   
Using Eq. (2) we can say: 
 
Upon integration by parts the variation in S becomes (this is straight from F&H, p. 27, Eq. (2.6)) 
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The first term after the equal sign is zero because we defined the end points b and a to be fixed. Elsewhere on 
the curve  x(t) can vary without restraint. 
 
   
which is the Euler-Lagrange equation 
 
Fig. 3. Our model for how to calculate an R-propagator. We will start in the center and move to the upper right: 
at point a (the particle source) wave function collapse occurs. Phase 2 occupies the upper half of the figure, and 
consists of the particle following one and only one path with a probability of one up to the detector at point b. 
Point b appears twice: top and bottom right. It is always present, but those are the times when it is interesting. 
The lower half of the diagram is Phase 1. During that, Eq. (17) integrates across an infinity of paths from point b 
to a. Only one path (named “xn”) is diagrammed here. It is choppy, consisting of dots connected by short straight 
lines crossing a stack of time slices, each with a duration ε. As ε diminishes towards zero, this choppy path 
approaches a smooth path xn. 
2.2 Definition of the R-propagator 
If we sum across all the paths from b to a, we arrive at a first approximation of the R-propagator: 
  
This is not the amplitude of any one path. Rather, all the paths contribute to the total amplitude KR. This is from 
F&H p. 29, Eq. (2.14). 
The phase of each path is the action SR in units of the reduced Planck’s constant (the quantum of action). Each 
path has a phase proportional to the action SR which is defined in Eqs. (2 and 16). 
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We need a constant that will normalize Eq. (12). F&H proposes A-N for that purpose (on p. 33, Eq. 2.21), where: 
  
We adopt it: 
  
where the variable  is the duration of a slice of time (Fig. 3). If we sum across all the paths as  goes to zero, 
we end up integrating across everything everywhere: 
  
where the action (we repeat Eq. 2) 
 
is a line integral taken over the trajectory passing through the points of xn (Fig. 3). We define the R-propagator  
  
where the script D is a reference to Eq. 15, integrating across all the paths. At every step we developed our 
equations in parallel with F&H, but we always swapped the bounds of integration. Therefore, our R-propagator 
is negative Feynman’s propagator: 
  
 
2.3 Quantum Field Theory 
So far, we have been discussing non-relativistic QED. In F&H’s 1965 version of quantum field theory the general 
formulation of QED is: 
 
where S1 is the action for matter alone, S2 is the interaction of matter and the field, S3 is the action of the field 
alone, A and φ describe the field, T is defined by Eq. (20), and x stands for the coordinates for matter. These are 
Eqs. (9.104 and 9.103) from F&H. We define the quantum field theory R-QED propagator, KR, to equal the 
negative of Feynman’s QED propagator K in Eq. (19). KR gives the negative amplitude that the particle goes 
through a certain motion and the field undergoes a certain transition. (F&H, p. 263) 
The F&H equations for quantum field theory are 55 years out of date. It is beyond the scope of this article to 
update Eqs. (19 & 20) to the Landau-Ginzburg sophistication of our time. (41) The scope of this article focuses 
on F&H’s 1965 book, and showing how the QED equations in that book need to be revised to fit the R-QED 
approach. 
2.4 Phase 2 in non-relativistic R-QED 
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In Phase 2 the particle travels on the nth path from point a to b with a probability of one: 
 
No need to worry about x(t) in Phase 2. The path doesn’t wiggle around.  It just retraces the steps following 
backwards one of the trails that was already blazed and defined in Phase 1.  
Feynman often has an image in mind when he builds an equation. The Supplementary Material (below, after the 
Bibliography) analyzes some, and thereby we get inside Feynman’s head so we can picture what he was thinking 
and modify it by toggling the switch: reversing the direction of integration in a Feynman diagram. 
3. Results 
What constitutes a “Results section” when you develop new mathematics? We present Schrödinger’s cat alive 
as the “result” of our work! As we said, Propagators and R-propagators differ in the timing and location of wave 
function collapse. With R-propagators wave function collapse occurs at point a, when the particle is emitted, 
not at point b when the particle is measured.  
The Schrödinger’s cat paradox vanishes! The paradox had assumed that there was wave function collapse (i.e. 
the cat materialized out of a superposition) when we opened the box and observed it, which would correspond 
to point b. Our perspective is that the superposition was already collapsed before anyone opened the lid. The 
cat was either dead or alive but not both, before it was observed. “Wave function collapse” means that 
something decisive happened, like when a hammer smashed a vial of cyanide and the cyanide caused brain 
death in the cat. 
4. Discussion 
If you find a cluster of paths in the backcountry that allow travel from point a to b, the paths do not determine 
which of the two directions you choose to travel. One person might hike from b to a, another from a to b. The 
energy comes from the particle. The path doesn’t push or pull the particle. It does no work. A path in the 
backcountry suggest a direction to the hiker, but the energy comes from the hiker, not from the path. 
4.1 The integration follows the direction of waves 
It would make sense to integrate in the “wrong direction” if waves were going in that direction, and particles 
were following the waves backwards. There is abundant empirical evidence that this is true. (7-28) Most 
physicists have never heard of this. We will cite an example.  
Helmut Kaiser and his team published a neutron interferometer experiment, that could not be explained by 
quantum mechanics. (35) They built the apparatus shown in Fig 4. Neutrons from a nuclear reactor, came down 
into a neutron interferometer. A silicon blade split them into two streams (ψ1 and ψ2). At that bifurcation there 
was an oscillating aluminum plate that induced a phase difference in ψ1 versus ψ2. When the two streams were 
re-combined in the last silicon blade on the right, there was therefore wave interference, which was seen by the 
detector (lower right Fig 4) as a sinusoidal wave. The height of the sine wave corresponded to the amount of 
interference inside the interferometer. 
Bismuth is a metal (the 83rd element) which slows down neutrons and neutron waves. When a sample of bismuth 
20 mm thick was inserted in the upper stream (ψ2), the upper wave packet was slowed relative to the lower wave 
packet (ψ1), to such an extent that the upper wave packet (ψ2) missed the boat. The lower wave packet (ψ1) had 
already left the interferometer before the upper wave packet (ψ2) arrived at the reunion point in the right-hand 
silicon blade. Therefore, all interference was obliterated (i.e. no sinusoidal wave in the output stream). A neutron 
wave packet has a width of ∆X = 86.2 Angstroms. A sample of 20 mm of Bismuth delays the wave packet by 435 
Angstroms. 
This neutron interferometer experiment is explained in a lively, 6 minute YouTube video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPNOUevkuHk&feature=youtu.be 
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Fig. 4. Kaiser’s neutron interferometer equipment, without and with a silicon analyzer crystal inserted at the red 
arrow. 
 
Fig. 5. Impact of the analyzer crystal on the spread of neutron wavelengths: it narrows the Gaussian and focuses 
it so it should penetrate better. If waves move in the same direction as neutrons, this analyzer crystal should not 
affect the interference that had occurred earlier, upstream, inside the interferometer. 
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The researchers then inserted a nearly perfect pressed silicon analyzer crystal as shown (Fig. 4, right lower 
corner), outside and downstream from the interferometer. The analyzer crystal focuses the beam so it should 
penetrate better (Fig. 5). That crystal increases the coherence length of a neutron wave packet from 86.2 to 
3450 Angstroms. If QM were correct then the insertion of the analyzer crystal would have no effect on the 
interference that had already occurred upstream, inside the interferometer. The researchers were astounded 
with and could not explain the results: Fig. 6. 
The data (Fig. 6) show that the presence or absence of an analyzer crystal in the lower right corner of Fig. 4 
determines the presence or absence of interference inside the interferometer (Fig. 6, bottom row). It is as if the 
bismuth were transparent! The only possible explanation of this experiment is that waves and neutrons travel in 
opposite directions. Elementary waves start at the detector, move northwest through the interferometer, then 
enter the nuclear reactor and recruit neutrons to follow the waves southeast through the interferometer and 
into the detector. The detector “clicks” when a neutron strikes it, because neutrons carry mass and energy, but 
waves carry neither. The elementary waves convey probability amplitudes, but no energy. From the viewpoint 
of the detector, elementary waves are invisible, and their presence is known only when a neutron makes the 
detector “click.” 
 
Fig. 6. Final data from the Kaiser interferometer experiment. With no analyzer crystal (left column) insertion of 
a 20 mm sample of bismuth obliterates all wave interference. When an analyzer crystal is inserted outside, and 
downstream from the interferometer (right column), full wave interference is restored inside the interferometer. 
So, if the presence or absence of an analyzer crystal controls the presence or absence of wave interference 
(bottom row), then the analyzer crystal must be upstream from the interference. This can only happen if waves 
are traveling from the detector, backwards through the interferometer, then up to the nuclear reactor, and 
neutrons are following the waves southeast through the interferometer and to the detector. 
Here is a detailed account of how the neutron interferometer works from our viewpoint. Zero energy waves 
travel from the detector, northwest to the nuclear reactor. All wave interference is located in the upper left corner 
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of Fig. 6, between the oscillating aluminum plate, and the reactor. Interference means there is a sinusoidal 
variation in intensity of the waves entering the reactor, and therefore a sinusoidal variation in the number of 
neutrons per second that travel southeast and strike the detector. If a thick sample of bismuth is inserted in the 
upper stream (ψ2), it delays the ψ2 contribution to the interference near the oscillating aluminum plate, therefore 
there is no sinusoidal wave entering the reactor. If an analyzer crystal is then inserted, it increases the coherence 
length of a neutron wave packet from 86.2 to 3450 Angstroms, so that the bismuth becomes transparent. Waves 
easily penetrate through the bismuth sample, and interference is restored in the northwest corner of the 
experiment.  
4.2 Ramifications 
When we change our picture of reality so that quantum particles follow waves backwards, some of the central 
tenets of QM lose their foundations. In other publications we show that this changes the meaning of data, so 
the quantum world looks astonishingly similar to the classical world. (7-28) We show that: 
• Data cannot be erased backwards in time in the quantum world; 
• There is a simple model that explains double slit experiments; 
• A particle can only be in one location simultaneously; 
• There is a non-Einstein, non-QM explanation of the Bell test experiments;  
• Our model is compatible with quantum computers. 
Although QED and R-QED predict identical results in almost all experiments, we published three experimental 
designs that have a moving part, so that QED and R-QED predict divergent outcomes. Those experiments have 
never been conducted. (9,17,21,23) 
4.3 History 
Lewis E. Little, with a PhD in physics, was troubled by quantum weirdness. He thought there must be an error in 
the starting assumptions of QM. He spent thirty years isolated, talking to no one, seeking a solution. That is four 
time as much time as Andrew Wiles spent sequestered, working on Fermat’s last theorem. In 1993 Little came 
up with the odd idea that quantum particles and waves travel in opposite directions. He called it the Theory of 
Elementary Waves (TEW). It was published in Physics Essays, and he spoke at the Jet Propulsion Labs. (36-39) 
In 2011 this author complained that TEW needed a mathematics. We are cousins. Little replied, “OK, it is your 
task to build it, since you have a degree in mathematics.” The author, a medical doctor, thought that was 
impossible. His undergraduate math brain had rusted from years of disuse. They don’t teach quantum physics 
in medical school, nor in continuing medical education.  
The author joined the American Physical Society and gave 18 scholarly presentations in a decade, explaining 
TEW, thereby learning how physicists respond to it. As the sole author he wrote 21 scholarly articles on TEW 
that were published in peer reviewed journals of physics and mathematics. In the process he discovered a 
mountain of empirical evidence supporting TEW. To his astonishment, his math brain came back to life. (7-28) 
Nine years after being given the assignment, he wrote this article. In the history of mathematics, the decisive 
step in unknotting insoluble problems was finding the right plan of attack based on a counterintuitive idea. Little 
provided a counterintuitive idea. The author persevered, motivated by how important the project was in the 
history of science. 
This article is a treatise on the calculus of variations. It is well known that swapping the bounds of integration 
produces the negative of the original integral (Eq. 1). No one else has applied that to idea to the equations of 
QED. 
Summary 
Two solutions of the equations of QED are mutually incompatible. The bounds of integration cannot be both (a 
to b in Eq. (18)) and (b to a in Eq. (17)). It is either or. We expect that R-QED will lead to a blossoming of science 
and technology because now we can lift the veil and see what is hiding behind quantum weirdness. 
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Scientists think from particle source to detector and arrive at an amplitude: K. Nature thinks from detector to 
particle source and arrives at a negative amplitude: -K. Nature offers each particle many possibilities to choose 
from. The Born rule hides from view the difference between K and  -K. 
The direction in which you integrate equations is determined by your idea of reality. Feynman thought that 
waves and particles went from point a to b, and he integrated in that direction. Based on a mountain of empirical 
data, such as the Kaiser neutron interferometer experiment, we think the waves travel in the opposite direction 
and particles follow the waves backwards. Therefore, we integrate from b to a. This is a paradigm shift that 
requires that we rethink everything.  
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Supplementary Materials 
Feynman sketches and diagrams 
Visual intuition was a strong suit in Feynman’s thinking. We can only understand and revise Feynman’s equations 
if we understand and revise pictures that were in his mind as he wrote equations. They are two sides of the same 
coin. If we can draw like him then we can reverse his drawings as we reverse his equations. His drawings were 
about QED. We need to redraw them, so they become pictures R-QED. 
We will first examine a picture from Feynman's 1985 book QED, (31). 
 
Fig. S1. 
This is Figure 35 from Feynman's book QED, p. 57. At the top of this figure there is a choppy “figure 8” lying 
horizontally. In the “figure 8” each of a dozen black amplitude vectors is added to the previous one, tail to head. 
The sum of all the short vectors in the “figure 8” produce the long red arrow, which represents the propagator 
K, named “K” after Feynman's Kernel. In the bottom are a dozen arrows going by crooked paths from the photon 
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Source to a Detector. Each of these long skinny pathways is a route taken by a photon traveling from S to D. 
Each path has a corresponding amplitude vector in the top (part of the “figure 8”).  
One problem with this drawing is that Feynman collapses both time and distance into the “X” axis (the abscissa). 
Since our theory says that things can go backwards in space (distance), but not backwards in time, we will need 
to separate time and distance. So, in the next figure we will plot distance on the abscissa and time on the “Y” 
axis (ordinate). That makes the next figure is more complicated. 
 
Fig. S2. 
This is our model corresponding to Fig. S1. In the lower right quadrant is the same diamond full of crooked 
paths, but the entire diamond is tilted, and the Source “S” has been swapped with the Detector “D.” In Phase 1 
(lower half of the diagram) no photon is involved. The long skinny arrows in the diamond represent the R-
propagator equations integrating across all the pathways, from D to S. All the paths converge on the photon 
Source “S” in the center. One of those paths is selected at random by the photon to follow backwards to the 
detector D (in the upper right). We just said, “follow backwards.” What does that mean? Time always moves 
forwards in our system: t3 > t2 > t1, so what does the word “backwards” mean? The paths are bidirectional, 
similar to the paths you find in the backcountry when you are hiking. The photon never goes backwards in time. 
The photon moves from S at (x1, t2) in the center, following its one path, up to D at (x2, t3) in the upper right 
corner. The Detector “D” appears twice in this drawing (at times t3 and t1). It's always present. The amplitude 
for the photon to travel from S to D in time t is given by the length of the red vector (R-propagator KR). Our red 
vector is the mirror image of Feynman's in Fig. S1. The reason Feynman's red arrow is horizontal in Fig. S1., but 
ours is vertical in Fig. S2., is because time is graphed horizontally (on the abscissa) in Fig. S1 but on the vertical 
axis (the ordinate) in Fig. S2. 
Although we emphasized the orthogonality of distance and time in Fig. S2., it would be wise to forget that 
when examining the Feynman diagrams that come next (Figs. S3 to S5). The Feynman diagrams that follow are 
not primarily a map of a system of paths. Primarily they are a symbolic catalog of complicated equations. By 
writing down a Feynman diagram you can avoid a briar patch of tangled equations, as you will see.  
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A Feynman diagram 
Feynman diagrams are used extensively in particle physics. The following figures explain the relationship 
between Feynman diagrams and a scalar Propagator inside the QED way of thinking. Fig. S5 shows how to 
transform this into the R-QED way of thinking. 
 
Fig. S3. Feynman diagram with two vertices. On the lower left an electron comes in, emits a photon  and a 
lower energy electron leaves to the upper left. The photon  is then absorbed on the right by another electron, 
and a higher energy electron exits in the upper right.  
Feynman diagrams are an elegant way of dealing with the monster equations of particle physics. In Fig. S3 two 
electrons go in toward the center, and two electrons come out. There is an exchange of energy between the 
electrons. Fig. S3 shows one of the ways in which that could happen. The photon  in the center of this diagram 
is called a “virtual particle” which has questionable existence. We never see it and cannot measure it. The only 
parts of this diagram which are visible to our detectors are the periphery: two electrons going in and two 
electrons coming out with a changed energy. What happens in the middle is shrouded in mystery. Feynman’s 
approach is to speculate about what happens in the center, and his speculation takes the form of an infinite 
number of Feynman diagrams. 
 
Fig. S4. This Feynman diagram is actually a shorthand for organizing complicated equations. In this case the 
equation corresponding to this entire diagram is: 
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Because this Feynman diagram has only two vertices, this is one of the simplest equations in particle physics.  
In the next figure we will show how such a Feynman diagram can be moved from QED to R-QED. 
 
Fig. S5. When we switch from QED to R-QED we place a minus sign in front of the equation: 
 
Feynman’s sketch of a particle scattering in a potential V 
As we noted, the Feynman and Hibbs book, Quantum Mechanics and Path Integrals, has two approaches to the 
question of boundary conditions for their propagator (which they call a kernel). For our purposes these two 
approaches are contradictory, because the first is compatible with our program whereas the second one 
obstructs our program of reverse integration. Primarily they define their kernel function K(b, a) in Eq. (2.25) 
without boundary conditions, which is what we use in our article. But later in the same book they introduce a 
boundary condition, {K(b, a) = 0 for tb < ta}, which they refer to as their “convention” i.e. their way of doing 
things. We claim this boundary condition is not necessary from a mathematical point of view. Their mathematical 
system works the same without it. 
We need to know why the F&H boundary condition is imposed, and how important it is in QED. It turns out to 
be a trivial reason: to simplify the amount of text they have to write in order to explain a scattering diagram and 
scattering equations. 
They first mention the boundary condition on pp. 81 and 124, Eq. (4.28 and 6.14). The first time they explain in 
detail why they impose this boundary, is in the discussion of the figure that we call (Fig. S6.). 
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Fig. S6. This Fig. 6-2, from F&H, p. 123. It shows a particle moving from point a to b, through the potential V. 
In (1) the particle moves from a to b without scattering, and the amplitude for that is K0(b,a). In (2) it scatters 
once and the amplitude is K(1)(b,a). In (3) it scatters twice and the amplitude is K(2)(b,a). In (4) it scatters “n” 
times, and the amplitude is K(n)(b,a). The total amplitude for the particle to move from a to b with any number 
of scatterings is K0 + K(1) + K(2) +  . . . + K(n) + . . . . 
In the Fig. S6 the gray region in the lower left has two dots inside, named “c” and “d” respectively. The entire 
boundary condition that is imposed by S&H is for the purpose of declaring that the dot named “c” is on the left 
and “d” is on the right. This is important in order to keep the following integral straight (their Eq. (6.13)), where 
at the right-hand end it says “dc dd” which means that first you integrate with dd and then with dc: 
 
They say, “We have tacitly assumed that tc > td,” which means the dot named “c” is to the left of the dot named 
“d” inside Fig. S6. They continue, “In order to avoid the complication of having to introduce this assumption 
explicitly in each such example we shall” impose a uniform boundary condition {K(b, a) = 0 for tb < ta}, throughout 
the later chapters. 
To summarize, F&H introduce the boundary condition {K(b, a) = 0 for tb < ta}, so they don’t have to use so many 
words when they explain scattering equations. That boundary condition could be omitted if they said something 
like, “first d, then c” in their discussion of scattering equations. We assert that the boundary condition is 
mathematically unnecessary in their system of QED. Furthermore, it prevents us from studying what happens 
when the bounds of integration are swapped.  
